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IAN ROSS HONOURS SCHOLARSHIP

CONDITIONS OF AWARD

1. INTRODUCTION

There shall be a number of scholarships for award by the University Awards Committee each year which shall be known as the Ian Ross Honours Scholarship.

2. VALUE

The value of the Scholarship shall be outlined in the formal scholarship offer letter. The scholarship will normally be paid in two equal instalments, one at the beginning of each semester unless otherwise outlined in the scholarship offer letter.

Payment will be via Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) to the scholar's nominated bank account.

The scholar is responsible for making payment of all his/her tuition fees by the prescribed date as set out by the University each session. Scholars are responsible for the costs of books, study materials, accommodation and all other costs of study.

3. ELIGIBILITY

The scholarship shall be available to students who are Australian citizens or permanent residents and who are enrolled on a full-time basis in either the Honours Year of a program of study in the ANU College of Engineering and Computer Science (the College) leading to the award of the degree of Bachelor with Honours or in the final year of a program of study leading to the award of the degree of Bachelor with Honours where the honours component is an integral part of the final year.

4. DURATION

The scholarship shall be held for two consecutive academic semesters.

5. SELECTION

Selection for the scholarship will be on the basis of academic merit. The Committee shall determine, in any year, whether academic references shall be requested.

A scholarship shall not be awarded if, in the opinion of the selection committee, there is no applicant of sufficient merit.
The scholarship shall be awarded on the recommendation of a selection committee which shall include the Head of the School of Computer Science (or nominee), the Head of the School of Engineering (or nominee), and the Dean of the College (or nominee).

6. CONCURRENT HOLDING OF OTHER SCHOLARSHIPS/AWARDS

A student may not normally hold another scholarship or award concurrently with the Ian Ross Honours Scholarship unless otherwise approved by the Dean of the College.

7. ENROLMENT

The successful applicant shall enrol and remain enrolled on a full-time basis at this University in either the Honours Year of a program of study in the College leading to the award of the degree of Bachelor with Honours or in the final year of a program of study leading to the award of the degree of Bachelor with Honours where the honours component is an integral part of the final year.

8. COMMENCEMENT & DEFERRAL

The Scholarship will commence from the first day of the first teaching period in first semester in the academic year for which it is offered, unless otherwise stated in the letter of offer or approved by the Dean of the College.

The Scholarship will generally only be offered to students commencing in first semester, as defined in the University Calendar, however the Selection Committee may award a scholarship at other times in exceptional circumstances.

Any requests for deferrals of the Scholarship must be approved by the Dean of the College (or nominee). Subject to approval, the award may be deferred for a maximum of one semester.

9. SCHOLARSHIP DURATION

The Scholarship is tenable for the fourth year of the scholar’s undergraduate program, subject to satisfactory academic progress and continued enrolment in a program offered by the College.

10. ATTENDANCE

The scholar is expected to be in attendance at the University at the commencement of the first teaching period and to remain enrolled full-time during the University teaching periods or semesters. If a scholar is absent from the University for an extended period of time through illness or for any other reason, approval must have been sought and obtained from the College for ‘program leave’ from the Program. It is also essential that the Dean of the College be notified and, where relevant, approval for suspension of the Scholarship sought.

11. LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
The scholar is expected to achieve at a satisfactory level in the first semester of the Scholarship. In the event the minimum standard is not met, the scholar may appeal to the Dean of the College (or nominee) to discuss continuation of the Scholarship.

12. CESSATION OF AWARD

The award ceases or should be surrendered:

a) At the conclusion of the period outlined in section 10; or
b) On the date on which the student withdraws or ceases to attend the University other than for approved absences

c) If a scholar fails to enrol as required in section 7;
d) If a scholar changes to part-time enrolment without permission;
e) If a scholar changes their program or course without permission;
f) If a scholar fails to meet the minimum academic performance requirements outlined in section 9;
g) If a scholar breaches academic or behavioural standards set by the University under the Academic Misconduct and Discipline Rules

13. TERMINATION

A scholar must remain enrolled full-time in the Honours year of a program offered by the College.
Should the scholarship be terminated, the Dean of the College shall determine if any or all of the scholarship monies should be repaid.

14. INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE

A scholar may not hold the Scholarship and go on Exchange.

15. TAXATION

A scholar is responsible for seeking taxation advice regarding his/her own individual circumstances.

16. ACCOMMODATION

It is the scholars’ responsibility to obtain residential accommodation. Information on student accommodation and application forms are available from University Accommodation Services. Information may also be found on the Web at: http://www.anu.edu.au/study/accommodation

17. PUBLICITY

A scholar may be requested to participate in publicity of the scholarship from time to time. This may include publicity in the state or territory of residence or of schooling. Scholars may be contacted for an interview and photograph. The University may also publicize the scholarship by publishing the name of the scholar. Arrangements for such publicity will be made through the School.
18. CONTACT

All enquiries regarding the Scholarship and changes, deferment and further information after acceptance should be made to:

CECS Student Services
ANU College of Engineering & Computer Science
CSIT Building 108, N202
North Road
Australian National University
Acton ACT 0200

T: +61 2 6125 4450
E: studentadmin.cecs@anu.edu.au

19. UNIVERSITY REGULATIONS

The scholar is subject to The Australian National University Act 1991 as amended, and to the statutes, Rules, Regulations and Resolutions of the University.

20. DISCLAIMER

The scholar is subject to The Australian National University Act 1991 as amended, and to the Statutes, Rules, Regulations and Resolutions of the University.